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Abstract
We study themutual effects of neuronal electrical activity andDNAdynamics in a network of
electrically coupled neuronswith nearest neighbors communication. For that we develop bymeans of
the coupling functionmethod, amathematical DNA-neuronmodel that can be considered as an
extension of the simplifiedHodgkin-Huxleymodels. Numerically, we explore the biological
properties of themodel with emphasis on local phase transitions and synchronous neural activity. Our
results suggest thatfiring and coherent behavior of neural network are controlled byDNAdynamics.
Conversely, neuronal activity inducesDNA electrochemical denaturation. As a result, we expect that
the prominent DNA-neuronmodel would beworth in controlling gene expression andneurodegen-
erative diseases in the sensory thalamus.

1. Introduction

The human brain is one of the largest andmost complex organs in the body. It ismade up ofmore than 100
billion of neurons that communicate in trillions of connections called synapses. The neuron represents an
electrically excitable cell that receives, processes and transmits information through electrical and chemical
signals. These unitary cells can connect to each other to formneural network. Eucaryote cells like neurons
contain themolecule of desoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) confined in their cores. DNA is a thread-like chain of
nucleotides carrying the genetic information used in the growth, development, functioning and reproduction of
all known living organisms andmany viruses. During the last decades, neuronal activity [1–28] andDNA
dynamics [29–48] have receivedmuch interest because of their implications inmost biological processes
governing the behavior of all living cells, animals and plants.

The transmission of genetic information fromone generation to another is only possible when the
separation of double-strandedDNA (dsDNA) occurs bymeans of a biological process called thermal
denaturation [30, 31]. Besides solvent temperature, environmental factors such as salt concentration [42], pH
value [43] and external stretching [44] can also influence the local denaturation known as bubble formation in
the closed double helix. In [45], authors have demonstrated that voltage bias can excite the base pairs (bp), hence
increases the chemical activity ofDNA that leads naturally inDNAbubble creation. Interestingly, they have
shown that a voltage bias as high as 0.2V is capable of heating theDNA chain up to themelting phase, while for
lower biases transient denaturation can occur but can not sustain. All these evidences aim to demonstrate that
formation of denaturation bubbles and indirectly, complete denaturation ofDNAmolecule is a threshold
phenomenonwhich arises from aminimumvalue of the excitation parameter. Very recently, many authors have
shown that neuronal activity is in perfect correlationwith the formation ofDNAdouble strand breaks (DSBs) in
neural network [27, 28]. For instance,Madabhushi et al [27] suggested that activity-dependent stimulation of
neurons results in the formation ofDNADSBs at very specific location in the genome, particularly near early-
response genes, while an enzyme such as Topoisomerase IIβ is necessary for activity-inducedDSB formation.
Accordingly neuronal activity can be used as an effective tool to excite the base pairs (bp) and enhance their
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chemical activity up to the fully denaturation state. However, this new experimental approach remains even less
explored theoretically.

External stimuli and inherent noise are known to be the potential precursors of neuronal activity in the
brain, not only in the normal [5], but also in pathological brain activity such as epileptic seizures,mental
depression, Parkinsonʼs diseases andmany others [26].More remarkably, Xu and its coworkers have found the
possibility for which spiking activity is generated and sustained by a small pacemaker in neural network [6].We
understand that neuronal activity also responds to the excitability threshold law. For example, an input current
generates sustained neural activity only if it exceeds a threshold dimensionless value Is=1.32 [18].

Themain dynamical behavior of a neural network that has receivedmuch attention fromneuroscientists is
the neuronal synchronization phenomenon [11, 15, 16, 19, 21–25]. In fact, also intrinsic properties of a neuron
(its ion channel composition,morphology, capacitance and temperature) change its susceptibility to
synchronization in a network [49]. As a threshold phenomenon, neuronal synchronization is known to be very
sensitive to the fluctuations of some parameters such as: coupling strength [11, 16, 17], long-range parameter
[11], time delay [15], spatial in homogeneity stimulus [7] and noise [8, 17]. For example by studying the
transitions to a synchronized state using amodel of coupled bursting neurons, Dhamala et al [16] show that the
increase of coupling strength increases incoherence first and then induces two different transitions to
synchronized states, one associatedwith bursts at ò=0.45 and the other with spikes at ò=0.50, ò being the
electrical coupling strength among neurons. The same authors in [15] have also shown that, at low coupling
strength, ò=0.1 the value τ=8.0 of time delay could induce transition from asynchrony to synchrony state in
a systemof two electrically coupled neurons. In addition, Etémé et al [11]have predicted that, neural network
with long-range diffusive interactions displays a synchronous behaviorwhen the electrical coupling strength of
interconnected neurons reaches aminimal valueK1=0.6 for a strong long-range interaction (g=1), where g
characterizes the power-law long-range parameter.More recently, Xu et al [17] have studied synchronization
between neurons coupled bymemristor and found that, synchronization can be enhanced undermemristor
coupling strength and appropriate noise is also helpful for synchronization stability.

Presumably the circadian phenomenon [50–54] seems to be a better tool for understanding the interaction
betweenDNAdynamics and neural activity. Inmostmammalian cells, a set of ‘clock’ genes and proteins forms a
regulatory network that produces oscillations with a circadian period close to 24 hours [50]. Indeed, Themaster
clock in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) is composed of numerous clock cells. The SCN receives sensory (light,
temperature) information by a direct retinohypothalamic tract (RHT) to entrain the clock to the 24-h day. The
entrained SCN, in turn, coordinates the timing of slave oscillators in other brain areas (for example, cortex) and
in peripheral organs (for example, kidney and liver). Kunz et al [51] have demonstrated that amodel of circadian
rhythms based on locally coupled oscillators leads to a richer repertoire of dynamic patterns than a single
oscillatormodel or amodel based on global coupling. Along the same line, Bernard et al [53] have studied
synchronization of circadian oscillators that combine intracellular and intercellular dynamics at the single-cell
level and highlighted a dual role for the coupling factors within the SCN, both inmaintaining the rhythmicity
and in promoting the synchronization between the circadian oscillators. Consistent with the above, there is a
better understanding of the physiologicalmechanisms underlying the interaction betweenDNAdynamics in the
cell nucleus and neural activity.However, to our knowledge no theoretical study has addressed such an issue,
despite the increasing experimental evidence for a link between these two important domains of biological
information processing. Yet, far frombeing independent, the two phenomena appear rather complementary by
the simple fact that they occurwithin a same biological entity which is the neuron. Therefore, we propose to
study the interaction between neuronal activity andDNAdynamics in an electrically coupled neural network,
with emphasis on themicroscopic andmacroscopic phase transitions thatmay occur in each subsystem.

To achieve this objective, we present in section 2 the theoretical DNA-neuronmodel where neuronal activity
is coupledwithDNAdynamics using radial andGaussian activation functions. In section 3, the focus is on the
numerical analysis of phase transitions observed either in the initiation and the support of action potential by the
modulated dynamics of DNA, or in the phenomenon of electrochemical denaturation ofDNAdue to the
phenomenon of nerve irradiation. In addition, we study the neuronal synchronization taking into account
successively the continuous and periodic stimulations. In the former case no synchrony state is realized, whereas
the latter one give rise to some reliable synchronization criteria in termof both electromechanical coupling
strength and stimulation period. Finally, section 4 gives some concluding remarks and perspectives.

2.DNA-neuron interaction andmathematicalmodel

2.1. Physiological DNA-neuron interaction
Herewe argue that in a vivo process, interaction betweenDNAmolecule and neuron could be result tomutual
effects ofDNAdynamics and neural activity through the cytoplasmic gap that separates nucleus and plasma
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overview on theHbonds breaks of hundred nucleotides which account dsDNA induced by neuronal activity is
presented infigure 11while spatiotemporal dynamics ofH bonds stretching is surfedwith increasing coupling
parameter ò as infigure 10(B). Therein, we observe how the planewaves split intomultisolitons-like excitations
which drawdifferent levels of denaturation bubbles in dsDNA. Thesemodulated structures are known to bring
more visibility in any phase transition occurring in a dynamical systems and to be very crucial inmany biological
processes such as replication and transcription phenomena, transport and energy localizationwithin protein or
nerve impulse propagation [9, 10, 12, 31, 33–36, 38, 40]. In summary, amodulated subthreshold neuronal
activity causesHbonds breaks. Therefore the electrochemical denaturation of theDNAmolecule is triggered
thus resulting in expression of early-response genes in neurons during transcription and replication
processes [27].

4. Concluding remarks

In conclusion, reciprocal effects of neuronal activity andDNAdynamics in neural networkwere studiedwhere a
DNA-neuronmathematicalmodel has been developed bymeans of coupling functionsmethod. Then through
numerical simulations, biological properties of thismodel have been explored and can be summarized as

Figure 10. In panels (A), the 3D-Bifurcationmap of energy densityEn(t) on (ò, t)-plane, in panel (B) the variation of theHbonds
stretching as a function of time for three different values of parameter ò, i.e., ò=0.25 for the blue solid curve, ò=0.5 for the dashed
red curve and ò=0.75 for the last one.We havefixedK0=0.05 and ν=0.0.

Figure 11. Spatiotemporal dynamics ofH bonds stretching un(t)with time increasing frombottom to top and space increasing from
left to right. Control parameter ò changes as infigure 10(B).We have fixedK0=0.05 and ν=0.0.
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membrane of neuron. Indeed, in the induction process of neuronal activity byDNA signaling the free dynamics
ofDNAwhich is confined in the nucleus releases an electromechanical signal which after beingmodulated by
the cytoplasmic proteins stimulates the plasmamembrane.When the stimulus intensity reaches a certain
threshold, the plasmamembrane depolarizes itself by emitting an action potential which propagates along the
axon in agreement with the self-depolarization process. In addition, as in theHomeostatic processes [55, 56] the
underlying activity ofDNA could leadwith a certain kinetics of severalminutes to the expression of ion channels
within the cellmembranewhichwould lead to a change of the conductances in the classical Hodgkin-Huxley
(HH)model. In the other direction, we provide that each neuron receives nerve impulses from its nearest
neighbors, which are alwaysmodulated by the cytoplasmic proteins before irradiating themolecule ofDNA. In
fact the intracellular Ca2+ computes the average neuronal spike activity and then in turn induces signalling
cascades which activate DNA supercoils. Physiologically, the process of nerve irradiation ofDNA can lead to the
activation of Topoisomerase IIβ, an enzyme responsible for removingDNA supercoils during transcription and
DNA replication processes thus resulting in the expression of early-response genes within neurons [27]. In
figure 1, we present the schematicmodel describing themutual interaction betweenDNA andneuron, although
the emphasis is on the generation of nerve impulse.

2.2. ADNA-neuronmodel
Nowwe consider a network ofN neurons electrically coupledwith nearest neighbors interactions. Each neuron
includes oneDNAmolecule which obeys to aWatson-Crick paring [57]. To simplify, we also suppose that the
double strandedDNA (dsDNA) possesN identical bps coupled among themby nearest neighbors interactions.
According to the previous physiological analysis, both subsystems interact via themodulated signals which can
be considered as the coupling functions. Hence theDNA-neuronmodel reads:

u
u F u G x
x F x G ,
¨ , 1

n n n

n n n

1 1

2 2
n= +

= +
˙ ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

where xn represents a dimensionless dynamical vector variable describing neuronal electrical activity for site n in
N-oscillator array, un is the transverse displacement also dimensionless, of the bp from its equilibrium state. F1

and F2 are vector and scalar fields describing the isolated dynamics of themembrane potential for the first and
the free stretching of the bp for the latter. G1 andG2 are the coupling function used tomodulate neuronal activity
withDNAdynamics and reciprocally. ν represents the electromechanical coupling strength enabling to activate
(or deactivate) the coupling function G1 in order to stimulate the emission of action potentials while ò designates
themechanoelectrical coupling strength used to sustainG2 in theDNA electrochemical denaturation process.
The reader can realize that when these two coefficients i.e. ν and ò cancel each other simultaneously, the
dynamics of the two oscillators become independent. Likewise, the coupling strengths ν and ò give us a
quantitativemeasure of the information flowbetween dsDNA and cellmembrane. Otherwise ν and ò
characterize the reversibly conversion rates of un-variable to xn-variable and can be also regarded as the scaling
parameter of the coupling functions G1 andG2. To further, an emphasis will be paid on the nature of dynamical
and coupling functions that contain all information about the properties ofmodel of equation (1). Although the
equivalent electrical circuit (figure 1(B)) involving neuronal activity is represented according to theHHmodel, it
should be noted that several simplifiedmodels [2–4] have been derived from this basicmodel in order to
faithfully reproduce the rich activity of biological neurons. Among themwehave adopted theHRmodel [2]
known to exhibit amulti-time-scale spike-burst behavior which become chaotic for 2.92<Iext<3.40 [15], Iext
being the external stimulus current whichwill be set to 0 throughout this work. Accordingly, the vector field F1

Figure 1.Explicative diagramof newneuronal excitement approach.On the left [(A)], theDNA subthreshold dynamics yields an
electromechanical signal(zigzag red row)which ismodulated by the chemical substances of cytoplasmic intracellular liquid, then
excite plasmamembranewhich is depolarized and gives rise to action potential that is traveled along the axon (red signal). The green
rowswhich act onDNAmolecule refer tomechanoelectrical signal resulting from the disintegration of nerve impulse of related
neuron in neural network. On the right [(B)], the equivalent electrical circuit whereDNAmolecule is considered as electromechanical
battery,GC represents the cytoplasmic conductance and the rightmesh is the usualHH [1] circuit.
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which includes the fast and the slow variables is given by:

y ax bx z K x x x I c dx ey r s x x zF x 2 , , , 2n n n n n n n n ext n n n e n1
3 2

1 1
2= - + - + - + + - - - -+ -( ) ( ( ) [ ( ) ]) ( )

so that the vector state x y zx , ,n n n n= ( )where xn is themembrane potential, yn is associatedwith the fast current
Na+ and znwith the slow current, for example Ca2+.K is the synaptic coupling strength that connects the
nearest-neighbors neurons in the networkwhile a=1.0, b=3.0, c=1.0, d=5.0, e=1.0, s=4.0, r=0.006
and xe=−1.60 are the generic constants ofHRmodel. In recall, xn and yn are fast variables, zn is a slow variable,
r is the ratio of fast/slow time scales. On the other hand, severalmodels have been developed [31, 33, 34]without
being exhaustive, in order to describe different biological, physical and chemical processes inwhichDNA is
involved.Herewe have paid our attention on the Joyeux andBuyukdagli (JB)model [34] inwhich the stacking
interaction potential isfinite in contrary to the Peyrard-Bishop-Dauxois (PBD)model [33]where such
interaction potential is infinite. Very recently Yao et al [35] have showed that the JBmodel supports envelope
solitons and discrete breathers that have been demonstrated to be very crucial in the transport and localization
energy processes [43, 36–38, 42]. TheHamiltonian of an homogenous JBmodel reads:

H
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where thefirst and second terms indicate respectively, the kinetic energy of bpwith,m as the reducedmass of the
bases and the on-siteMorse potential whereD denotes the depth andα thewidth of this potential. The last term
given byW r r K r r e, 1n n n n

H r r
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2
2

n n 1
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b
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D - - +( ) ( ) ( )( ) represents the stacking interaction potential

within, H

2

D is thefinite stacking energy,Kβ is the harmonic coupling strength between the nearest-neighbor
bases of the same strand, whereas parameterβ is homogeneous to the inverse of a length squared. Finally,
variable rn indicates the transverse stretching ofHbond connecting the n th bp. Then bymeans ofHamiltonian
canonical equations the dynamical function F2 is expressed by: F u H un n2 = -¶ ¢ ¶( ) , with H ¢ and un being the
dimensionless forms ofH and rn, respectively. The JBmodel parameters are given by:
m amu D ev300 , 0.04= = ,α=4.45Å H ev, 0.44 ,1 bD =- =0.1Å K ev, 102 5=b

- - .Å−2. In addition,
since the exchange of information flowbetween the two subsystems is randomly performed at different time
scales, a slower time scale for the transmission ofDNA signaling and a fast time scale for the nerve pulse
irradiation process, the coupling functions,G1(un), in the radial form andG2(xn), in theGaussian form, should
be defined as G u u2 exp 2 , 0, 0n n1

2p=( ) ( ( ) ) and G x x2 exp 2n n2
2p= -( ) ( ). The different components of

G1 indicates thatDNA signaling onlymodulatesmembrane potential patterns without directly affects variables
yn and zn. It should also be noticed that the coupling functions have been chosen so as to ensuremaximum
efficiency of the computations carried out either by a neural network or by aDNAoscillator. In general in a given
network, the input signals are simply summed [20], thereby giving a helpful internal signal, called cumulative
neural stimulation or postsynaptic stimulation. This signal can also be defined as a net value. In reminder, there
existmany different coupling functions [20] ranging from linear, sigmoid, threshold, stochastic, Gaussian or
radial formwhich ensure an information exchanges fromone biological system to another.While the former are
ubiquitous inmany areas of bioengineering research, the last two are still almost unexplored and appear in this
work to bring information aboutmutual effects betweenDNAdynamics and neuronal activity. In agreeingwith
the above, theDNA-neuronmodel reads:
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The dimensionlessmodel of equation (4) constitutes a new self-sustained biological oscillator where neural
activity andDNAdynamics aremutually induced. The term u2 exp 2n

2n p ( ) plays the role of exciting current
and reports for global effect ofDNAdynamics on neural activity, whereas the term x2 exp 2n

2 p -( ) can be
viewed as applied force due to global effect of neural activity onDNAdynamics.When ν=0 and ò=0 cancel
each other simultaneously wefind uncoupled genericHR and JBmodels. In the following, the so-calledDNA-
neuronmodel will be explored in the different phase transitions, includingfiring activity and cooperative
behavior of neural network andDNA electrochemical denaturation.

3.Numerical results and discussion

Herewe show that themodel described by equation (4) ismore suitable to explain: (1) the stimulation of
neuronal activity by themodulated dynamics ofDNA, (2) incoherent and coherent behavior of neural activity
and (3) the phenomenon of electrochemical denaturation ofDNAmolecule when it is continuously irradiated
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by the nerve impulses of afferent neurons. For this purpose, the systemof equations (4)was integrated using the
fourth-order Runge-Kuttamethodwith periodic boundary conditions sincewe consider a cyclic networkwhere
neurons communicate with each other via the nearest-neighbor interaction. Initial conditions obey to the form
of [46]with time stepΔt=10−2 andN=100 as a total oscillators number that are interact in each subsystem.

3.1. Neuronsfiring induced byDNAdynamics
For this, we activate the coupling functionG1 by varying the coupling strength ν in the range [0; 2]while setting
ò=0. The results are shown infigure 2where the bifurcation diagramof themembrane potential x50(t) is
displayed on panel (A)with time increases frombottom to top and coupling strength increases from left to right.
In panels (B) ν=0.53, (C) ν=1.0 and (D) ν=1.5, time series ofmembrane potential of the selected node are
presented. It is found that regardless of time, themembrane potential bifurcates from the critical value
νc=0.525, that is to say when ν�νcneurons begin tofirewith formation of green nonlinear patterns while no
firing is expected elsewhere (red area). Physiologically, this phenomenon correlates perfectly with the all-or-
nothing law that governs the generation and conduction of action potential. In another view, we can argue that
as long as the intensity of the signal delivered by base pairs vibrations andmodulated by the cytoplasmic
substances remains below a certain threshold, no neuronal activity is possible. Along the same line, the observed
time series highlight the effect of the intensity of the stimulus on the shape of themembrane potential which is
characterized by spiking regime for ν=0.53, bursting regime for ν=1.0 and chaotic regimewhen ν=1.5.
These results are in perfect agreementwith those obtained in the [9–12]where neurons are commonly excited by
the external current Iext. In this case, it has been established that [18] spiking, bursting and chaoticmodes are
obtainedwhen, 1.32<Iext<1.57, 1.57<Iext<2.92 and 2.92<Iext<3.4, respectively. In short neural
network exhibits a routinemulti-time-scale activity underDNAdynamics in the absence of external stimuli.
This consolidates the reliability of themathematicalmodel developed in this paper as well as the realistic choice
of the coupling functionG1 thatmodulates neuronal activity withDNAdynamics.

3.2. Fromasynchronous to synchronous neural network
There are several approaches to study the synchronization phenomenon [11, 15, 16, 25, 58, 59]. In this
framework the spatial synchronization factorR [25] is adopted and calculated as follow:

R
F F

x t x t
F

N
x t,

1
, 5

N n

N
n n n

N

n

2 2

1

1
2 2

1å
å=

á ñ - á ñ

á ñ - á ñ
=

= =[ ( ) ( ) ]
( ) ( )

where á ñ· denotes the time averaging. The value ofR is between 0 and 1, and it increases with decreasing average
membrane potential errors. That is to say, perfect synchronization is realizedwhen the synchronization factor is
close to 1 and non-perfect synchronization is reachedwhen the factor of synchronization is close to 0. Recently, a
large number of neural stimulation shapes, including deep brain stimulation [60–62], coordinated reset
stimulation paradigm [63], charge-balanced biphasic pulses [64] have been proposed either for the treatment of
Parkinson’s disease [60–63] or for the treatment of epileptiform activity [64]. In this study a new pathway based

Figure 2. In panel (A), the 3D-Bifurcationmap ofmembrane potential on (ν, t)-plane, in panels (B), (C) and (D), the time series of
membrane potential xn(t) for ν=0.53, ν=1.0 and ν=1.5, respectively.We have fixedK0=0.05 and ò=0.0.
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on both continuous and periodic stimulations of neural activity is proposed to control such brain seizures,
especially usingDNAdynamics as a potential neurostimulator. In thefirst case, electromechanical coupling
strength νwill take a continuous value ν0>νc throughout time, whereas in the second case it will periodically
take two values 0 and ν0.

Hence in thefirst case, we have obtained the results offigures 3–4. Figure 3 pictures synchronization factorR
versus parameter ν. Although for some values (0.1�ν�0.5) of this parameter,R tends to 1, it is impossible to
speak about of synchronization because for these values, neurons have not yet started tofire according to the
firing criterion ν>νc=0.525. Remarkablywhen neurons begin tofire,R decreases from0.576 6 to a value
close to 0 and network remain in an asynchronous state. All these assumptions are confirmed infigure 4where
spatiotemporal patterns ofmembrane potential are surfed in the (n, t)-plane under the variation of ν as in (A)
ν=0.53, in (B) ν=1.0 and in (C) ν=1.5. Therein, we observe how intensification of spikes frequencywith
increase of coupling strength ν increasingly produces robust and incoherent patterns, which indubitably leads to
an asynchronous state.

Consider now the case where each neuron is regularly excited after and during a time intervalT0. Explicitly,
we set a value ν0 of ν taken in the neuronal firing domain, thenwe subdivide the total duration of the simulations
t intom regular and equal intervals with amplitudeT0, that is to say t=mT0. Thus, infirst period ν=ν0, in the
second ν=0, and so on. The panels of figure 5 givemore understanding about the stimulation process where
the coupling strength ν adopts the shape of a square signal on the left panels and the corresponding time series of
membrane potential are plotted in the right panels. From top to bottom,T0 is equal to 25, 50 and 100,

Figure 3.Band diagramof synchronization factorR versus the electromechanical coupling strength ν. The feature illustrates
asynchrony state when neurons begin tofire from 0.525thn n= ~ asR decreases towards 0.

Figure 4. Spatiotemporal patterns ofmembrane potential xn(t)with time increases frombottom to top and space increases from left to
right. Control parameter ν changes as ν=0.53 in panel (A), ν=1.0 in panel (B) and ν=1.5 in panel (C). The features show the
unfitness of neurons to synchronizewhen they are continuously excited.We have fixedK0=0.05 and ò=0.0.
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respectively. Physiologically this approach based on the periodical stimulation of nerve cells is logical since such
cells are characterized by a refractory period duringwhich no stimulus can produce an action potential. To
further, it is important to track the behavior of the synchronization factor when the stimulation periodT0

increases in order to have a real insight on the neural network cooperativity degree. Interestingly, the curves of
figure 6 showhow the synchronization factor almost always remains above a suitable value (R=0.823 2)when
the stimulation periodT0 increases for synchronization phenomenon to be achieved regardless the value of
coupling parameter ν. Therefore better than the coupling strength, the stimulation period appears here as a
trustworthy parameter for controlling the neuronal synchronization induced by the dynamics of theDNA in
neural network. To be convinced, the synchronization factor has been surfed infigure 7 versus the coupling
strength ν and the stimulation periodT0. Therein, twomain synchronizationmodes have been detected, the low
synchronization (LS)mode for 0.8<R<0.9 and the high synchronization (HS) one for 0.9�R�1. In the
LSmode, the neurons synchronize weaklywhile for theHSmode, they synchronize strongly. Inside the LSmode
we found a subthreshold synchronization (SS)mode delimited by a small region of (ν,T0)-values. In the (SS)
mode, synchronization phenomenon decreases and suggests that it is an inhibitorymode. Infigure 8,
spatiotemporal dynamics ofmembrane potential is presented under periodical stimulation process whilefixing

Figure 5.On the left, parameter ν and on the right themembrane potential x50(t) versus time under the variation of stimulation period
asT0=25 in panels (a1)-(b1),T0=50 in panels (a2)-(b2) andT0=100 in panels (a3)-(b3). Others parameters are set toK0=0.05,
ν0=0.8 and ò=0.0.

Figure 6. Factor of synchronizationR versus the stimulation periodT0 for different values of electromechanical coupling strength ν.
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ν=0.8 and increasing parameterT0 asT0=25 in panel (A),T0=50 in panel (B) andT0=100 in panel(C).
We can notice that the couples T0.8, 250n = =( ) and (ν=0.8,T0=50) belong to theHSmodewhereas the
couple (ν=0.8,T0=100) belongs to the LSmode. Accordingly we obtain an almost perfect and global
synchronization for thefirst two couples and a partial and less reliable synchronization for the last one.
Moreover, the greater the period of stimulation becomes important, themore the synchronization patterns
become robust, reflecting the ability of neurons to change their way of communicating according to the
constraints towhich they are subjected.More explicitly, a long period of neuronal excitation can lead to a global
and perfect synchronizationwith a largeflowof information to be transmitted. Similar results are presented in
figure 9where the time series ofmembrane potentials x t50( ) and x80(t) are held on under the effect of the
increase of the stimulation periodwhile stillfixing ν=0.8. From top to bottom, we observe the synchronization
of spikes, regular and irregular bursts asT0 increases.

Thewell-known implications of the neuronal synchronization phenomenon is the emergence of
neurodegenerative diseases within cerebral tissues in an abnormal process [15, 16, 26]. However,many studies
aimed at controlling these neurological pathologies have received increasingly favorable feedback. For instance,
Rubin et al have successfully proposed an eliminationmechanismof pathological thalamic rhythmicity in a

Figure 7.Distribution of synchronization factor in the (ν,T0)-plane, withT0 increasing frombottom to top and ν increasing from left
to right. Twomajor synchronousmodes are detected. The former labeled as LS refers to the low synchronizationmodewhile the latter
labeled asHS represents the high synchronizationmode. Inside the LSmode a subthreshold synchronization (SS)mode emerges in a
small (ν,T0)-area as a refractorymodewhich inhibits the neural synchronization phenomena.

Figure 8.Nonlinear synchronized patterns ofmembrane potential through spatiotemporal dynamics diagrams, with time increasing
frombottom to top and space increasing from left to right. The patterns are obtained in the periodical stimulation process while fixing
electromechanical coupling strength ν=0.8 and varying refractory period as :T0=25 in diagram (A),T0=50 in diagram (B) and
T 1000 = in diagram (C). ThemoreT0 increases, themore synchronous patterns become robust.
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ComputationalModel by high frequency stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus [65]. Indeed, it was shown that
deep brain stimulationworks by replacing pathologically rhythmic basal ganglia outputwith tonic, high
frequency firing. Additionally, Fan et al studied the possibility of disinhibition-induced transitions between
absence and tonic-clonic epileptic seizures [66]. They found that disinhibition-induced transitions can lead to
stable tonic-clonic oscillations as well as periodic spikewith slow-wave discharges, which are the hallmark of
absence seizures. Interestingly, Chen et al [67] have demonstrated that the typical absence seizure activities can
be controlled andmodulated by the direct GABAergic projections from the substantia nigra pars reticulata to
either the thalamic reticular nucleus or the specific relay nuclei of thalamus, through different biophysical
mechanisms. They conclude that both decreasing and increasing the activation of substantia nigra pars reticulata
neurons from the normal levelmay considerably suppress the generation of spike-and-slowwave discharges in
the coexistence region. By showing that the continuous and periodical DNAdynamics within each neuron
produces asynchronous patterns on the one hand and an essentially coherent neuronal activity on the other
hand, we thusmake a significant contribution in the effective control of certain cerebral pathologies such as
epileptic seizures or Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases.

3.3. Neural activity inducesDNA fast denaturation
To quantify the impact of nervous radiation onDNA, it is sufficient to activate the coupling functionG2 via the
increase of coupling strength ò. In that respect, we choose energy density En(t) as the bifurcation function. Thus,
phase transitions arise inDNAmolecule when the denaturation criterion En(t)>1 is verified. Accordingly, it is
found that the denaturation condition is fulfilled for a set of values of ò such that ò>òc, with òc=0.245. As it is
shown infigure 10(A), energy density is surfed as a function of time t and coupling parameter ò. Therein,
emergence of localized structures appears from a certain threshold value ò∼0.245 of parameter ò. This
threshold value characterizes the onset and ongoing dsDNAdenaturation process where the threshold value of
energy density is largely exceeded. Remarkably E t 16 10n

5 ´( ) when 1  . A similar results have been
obtained by Sadjo and its coworkers [46] in the context of the energy localization in zigzagmolecular chains
investigation and explain the fact that, inDNAmolecule, energy density is distributed in a discontinuous way.
Themost interesting result is presented infigure 10(B)whereHbonds stretching is plotted versus the time under
the variation of neuronal activity trough parameter ò. Therein, we observe the denaturation curves similar to
those obtained by Peyrard andBishop [31]while studying statisticalmechanics of aDNAdenaturationwith the
temperature dependence of the inter-strand separation. In their investigation, they found theminimal
temperature fromwhichDNAdenaturation appeared.While comparing their results with those presented here,
we can conclude thatDNAdenaturation corroborates with a threshold phenomenawhile both temperature in
(PB) and coupling strength in a so-calledDNA-neuronmodels play the same role although in a different ways.
Further, the curves obtained in [31] grow slowly than thosewhich are investigated here inwhich theHbonds
stretch grows roughlywith a highermagnitude (106, approximatively). These remarkable differences suggest
that electrochemical denaturationwith neuronal activity is faster than the thermal denaturation. In addition, an

Figure 9. Superposition of two time series ofmembrane potentials x50(t) and x80(t) to illustrate synchronous behavior of neural
network under refractory-period variation. In line (I) T 250 = , in line (II)T0=50 andT0=100 in line (III)whilefixing ν=0.8.
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follows: (1)neuronal activity is induced and sustained byDNAmodulated dynamics from a certain threshold
value νc=0.525 of electromechanical coupling strength, (2) in a neurons ensemblewith nearest neighbors
interaction, neuronal activity producesDNA electrochemical denaturation from a certain threshold value
òc=0.245 ofmechano-electrical coupling strength thus supporting some biological processes such as
replication and transcriptionwhereDNAmolecule is involved, (3) in the continuous stimulation process, DNA
dynamics produces a strongly incoherent structures in neural network thus blocking a synchronous activity of
the network, while (4) in the periodical stimulation process, perfect and global neural synchronization are
achievedwith emergence of two synchronizationmodes namely theHS and the LSmodes. Our results argue that
at constant frequency regime, DNA chemical activity inside each neuron could be used to prevent some cerebral
pathologies such as epileptic seizures, Alzheimer’s andParkinson’s diseases just to cite a few.However, with a
variable frequency regime, the chemical activity ofDNA induces a synchronous neuronal activity that supports
bothworkingmemory and long-termmemory and acts by facilitating neural communication and by promoting
neural plasticity [22] in normal situation, while such neuronal rhythmic adjustments are known to accentuate
the injuries brain risk in abnormal process. Thesefindings seem to be in perfect agreement with those found in
[53]where authors have investigated rhythmicity induced by the synchronization of circadian oscillators in the
SCN. Likely, a newDNA-neuronmodel that does not include the effects of long-range on neuronal
communication or time delay impacts in synaptic signal transmission, appears very prominent for imminent
studies.
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